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order your tickets to attend THE FIRST SELF-DRIVING DINING EVENT of its kind. Perched atop the roof of the Royal
College of Art, one of the most iconic buildings in the world, the UBISITY will allow guests to have a 360 degree view of
London's skyline. A unique, self-flying drone, the UBISITY will elevate guests to a new and exciting height offering panoramic
views. As the first retail project of its kind, the UBISITY will offer a transformative dining experience in the sky. Guests can
enjoy a short film all about the UBISITY as they get comfortable in the exclusive spaces above ground. The UBISITY and its
autonomous capabilities will wow guests with its unique elevating mood lighting system, original design, and the unique
experience of dining aloft. The UBISITY is designed to enable guests to enjoy this fun, new experiential dining experience.
UBISITY is the world's first self-flying drone restaurant. The UBISITY will create an immersive and innovative dining
experience in the sky. The UBISITY design is inspired by moonbaths and swimming pools, and is a unique 360° experience.
Guests will be able to share their dining experience on social media through the UBISITY app. On November 28th, dinner will
begin with a short film and will include a cocktail reception to welcome guests and a unique dining experience to celebrate the
launch of the UBISITY. The event will have a weather delay and guests should plan on arriving 30 to 45 minutes before the start
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